Suzuki ts 400

Make Suzuki. Model Ts. Suzuki TS r two stroke supermoto. Very similar to DRZ but two stroke.
Extremely reliable. New wheels and tires. Very rare bike completely street legal. Oil injected.
More power and 70lbs lighter than DRZ. Clear street legal title. Most paperwork and original
service manual. Many parts have been restored. Great condition. All original, bike is clean, runs
very well, 5, miles. If you've been looking for a classic Enduro 2 stroke, this is it. This bike is
ready to go, brand new tires and all tuned up. There aren't a lot of these out there. Florida bike,
garage kept. Model Apache. It has right at miles. The front rim was replaced because of a dent in
rim. It has a New Lithium battery.. The back fender has some damage as seen in one
picture,nothing major but not undamaged. The seat is in nice shape as well as under the seat.
The bike is pretty clean and straight. The Tack is not operating properly but sometimes it does..
Signals work and brake lights also. Bright And Dim lights work. On the tail piece second muffler
the rubber seal is missing which makes a slight vibration noise that I can hear and that will need
to be found and installed.. Look at pictures and email if you have Any Questions. I know the
history of the bike from the other two owners. I put miles on it since purchase. It sat for about 10
years prior to me buying it. All the orange paint and decals are original. There is a small shallow
dime size dent in the tank on top to the right of the cap, but the paint is not damaged there.
There are a few scratches on the tank also, but from 2ft away you cannot see them. There is
some paint pulled from the rear fender where the inspection sticker was. I was going to get a
replica inspection sticker to cover it up. I sonic cleaned the carb, and put new gaskets on the
top end. The only rust in the tank is what you see in the photo, none down below. I removed the
compression release comes with the bike and replaced it with a spark plug, because I thought it
was a source of a vacuum leak. I put new tires on it, and have the originals if you want them.
The wheels were cleaned, brakes checked, fork seals installed, painted the exhaust pipe, and
everything else was just cleaned. Seat cover is original. I did have the exhaust shield
re-chromed, but it is the original part. Tool kit is included. All lights work. Currently registered
and insured in PA, and clear PA title. It starts easily and idles well, as you can see from the
video. Oil injection works. Seems like it still needs a little carb tuning to pull cleanly through all
gears, maybe a little rich. In the video the bike was not started in about a month, and started on
the third kick. You will have to hire and pay shipper, and loading is at my house only. For sale
locally also. Up for auction TS Suzuki Enduro. This Bike is in unrestored condition. Very Rare to
see one in this condition. Bike has original orange Paint in nice condition for its age. There are
normal wear marks and scratches for a Motorcycle this age. Bike is very complete with working
lights and turn signals. This Bike has not seen much off road use as you can see from its
condition. Bike starts and runs good. One of the previous owners replaced the top end on the
motor. The motor sounds great and runs good. Bike has a new battery. Seat is in nice condition.
Bike comes with a Bill of sale. If you are looking for a nice vintage TS in unrestored condition.
You should take a look at this one. I have tried to describe the Bike as best as possible.
Remember this Bike is 40 years old. If you have any questions feel free to contact me. Shipping
and transportation costs are the Buyers responsibility. Thanks for looking! Model TS Dual
Sport. Should be mostly complete, Will not part out, Sold as complete lot! Make
Harley-Davidson. Let's Ride! If you have any questions or would like to come see this
Harley-Davidson for yourself Just stop by or give us a call. Sometimes something comes along
that changes everything. When Willie G. No one had ever seen a factory custom motorcycle with
this much visual impact before. The look was pure Harley, yet totally new. In the years since, the
Fat Boy hasn t let up. From the chrome of the solid disc wheels, to the muscular lines of the
new High Output Twin Cam B engine to the curve of its distinctive rear fender, this machine is
built to make an impact. Ride one and you ll understand. Features may include: Authentic
Styling Get an eyeful of a Softail motorcycle and you see more than some weepy-eyed exercise
in nostalgia. You re looking at the kind of style that has the power to defy time. Unaffected by
the fad of the moment. There s a good reason for this. We ve used our long decades on the
road, riding, wrenching, talking to other custom bike fanatics, to discover what works. Then we
stick with it, and use it to push the boundaries of motorcycle design ever further. Take a look at
the horseshoe oil tank adorning our Softail models. It s the same one you d see on a restored
dresser from the 50s, or a radical Panhead chopper from the 70s. And you ll find it right now on
future. Screaming Eagle Race Tuner. Vance and Hines Dual Exhaust. Chrome inner primary.
Chrome covers on rest of motor. Chrome front forks. Factory painted inner fairing. Spun
aluminum Screaming Eagle gauges. Braided cables. Hog Tunes tweeter bar and speakers. Rider
and passenger highway pegs. Long Ride Shields windshield. Boogie lights. Many extras. Over
30K in it. Metzler tires. New battery. Only selling due to medical reasons making unable to ride
anymore. Always garaged. Never dropped. Paint is near perfect. Must see Heated Garage kept..
New battery last year. Sounds Great. Don't miss out on this like new Motorcycle. Shamrocks are
reflective stickers and can be removed. Make Polaris. Stunning original bike with only original

miles!!! Starts and runs to perfection!!!! The bike is completely original including the original
seat, paint, and even the tires!!!!!!! Always garage kept and ridden very little. I have the original
turn signals if you want them. The bike is quite beautiful. The paint and decals are original.
Small little scratches on right side of tank pictured. Some chips in paint on front fender. Chrome
is very nice. I have the clear title in hand in my name. Click on this link to youtube to see the
bike running today!!! Thousand Oaks, CA. Baton Rouge, LA. Coconut Creek, FL. Cheyenne, WY.
Laguna Niguel, CA. Morristown, TN. Alpharetta, GA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Motorcycles for Sale Ts Suzuki. Year Make Suzuki Model Ts. Year Make Suzuki Model Apache.
Year Make Suzuki Model -. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Prev
1 2 Next. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit
Cancel. Until the late s, the typical "dual-sport" machine was a street bike wearing parts that
made minimal concessions to off-highway riding and were chiefly cosmetic. The Yamaha DT-1
changed all that. It didn't take long for the other Japanese manufacturers â€” especially Suzuki
â€” to catch on. With six world motocross championships in four years from with Joel Robert
and Roger De Coster, Suzuki emphatically demonstrated the company's dirt-bike chops, and
successfully translated the technology into their over-the-counter scramblers and dual-sport
bikes. It featured a cc single-cylinder, air-cooled 2-stroke engine with conventional piston
porting, like the TM, but with a heavier flywheel, milder port tuning and smaller 32mm Mikuni
carburetor. Straight-cut gears drove the plate wet clutch and 5-speed transmission. The single
downtube steel tube frame carried a non-adjustable telescopic fork at the front and a swingarm
and dual shocks at the rear. The tires were 3. The TM used a 3 x inch front. The addition of
battery and full lighting equipment, a swap from alloy wheel rims to steel, and a steering damper
contributed to the TS's extra 47 pounds over the TM. The result was a bike that "works
surprisingly well" on the street, Cycle World said. Other than that, oil the cables periodically and
adjust the rear chain often. It was offroad riding where the Apache almost literally fell down.
Though testers liked the broad powerband, slick-shifting transmission, in-gear kickstart with
automatic decompressor for quick restarting after a stall , and good brakes, a number of factors
conspired to make the Apache a handful in the woods. The smaller front wheel would "wash
out" easily in turns and plowed into sand; a shorter fork meant less travel than the TM and a
more forward weight bias; and soft, lightly damped rear shocks meant the rear wheel getting
airborne too easily, leading to front-wheel landings, "one of the worst situations an off-roader
faces," CW said. Cycle magazine liked the TSJ better, in spite of some minor electrical issues:
"It's a phenomenal street bike if your vibration threshold is high. It's a good enough dirt bike
that For , Suzuki announced the Apache TSL, with a new dual downtube frame still with the
same geometry of the J , a taller 3 x inch front wheel, and a revised engine with helical-gear
primary. Cycle's tester noted: "Changes to the intake to reduce noise seem to have adversely
affected power delivery. Noting that the new frame carried the engine much higher, the tester
was not too impressed with the TSL's handling, on-road or off. In the process we lost an old
friend. With a 5mm bore increase for cc, "The DTB is notably better," they said in November ,
calling the DT's mill "the best enduro engine regardless of displacement from the Orient. Like
the DT, the used a reed-valve intake, but had a larger carburetor and new radial-fin cylinder
head, eliminating the mid-range detonation that Cycle magazine experienced with the In spite of
an automatic decompressor, Cycle found the difficult to start, though Cycle World perfected the
technique: two or three kicks through with the ignition off, then one with the ignition on usually
got it going. CW found the suspension gave a harsh ride on rough ground, where fork action
deteriorated significantly. It is just as heavy and handles no better than its competition, but it
does have an engine with the best possible power characteristics Unique in its class, the
Kawasaki F5 offered a front fork that was adjustable for spring preload, height and trail â€” the
Hatta fork legs could be rotated, offering three different axle locations; ahead, behind, or along
the fork axis, shortening or lengthening the wheelbase 2 inches total. That meant the Bighorn's
fork could be tuned for enduro, desert or fire-road riding. Into the F5's dual-cradle frame went a
rotary-valve 2-stroke single, with an available "Power-Pak" accessory option giving 45
horsepower, but at the expense of low-rpm torque. That said, the same testers complained
about a hard-to-find neutral when stopped with the engine running and false neutrals when
shifting under load. Revisions for the F9 model included revised shifting forks that avoided
false neutrals. The F5 ran on 3 x inch front and 4 x inch rear wheels with alloy rims and fenders.
Drum brakes offered "good stopping power," on the street, but were also "controllable" on
loose surfaces, CW wrote. How come Suzuki only sold about 25 of the damn things? The only
good thing about the TS is that the flywheel magneto fit on the TM, and made it somewhat more
livable, instead of spitting you off on the 2nd whoop. Yamaha and Honda ruled the dual sport
world back then, the Sierra sold well, but the was an overweight pig, that got it's low pipe stuck
on every tree root on earth. Motorcycle Classics is America's premier magazine for collectors

and enthusiasts, dreamers and restorers, newcomers and life long motorheads who love the
sound and the beauty of classic bikes. Sign In. Register Today! Motorcycle Classics archives.
Continue Reading. Share your thoughts. Doctor Death. Related Content. Xs Print. Add to cart.
How To Repair Your Motorcycle. Moto Guzzi: The Complete Story. Ariel Red Hunter Print. The
MV Agusta Museum. Red Eliason. All in the Family: Yamaha XS The sound and the fury:
celebrate the machines that changed the world! Join Today! Please contact us to send you the
update invoice once you finish y Engine main crank shaft seal for suzuki tm Se vende conjunto
de 4 llantas para suzuki swift,procedentes de suzuki cappuccino. Jt front sprocket jtf 15 teeth
fits suzuki. They originally came fitted to a vauxhall agila same as a suzuki wagon r and were
most recently used on a suzuki alto. Suzuki TS All Models to Condition front carrier for suzuki
worldwide mail order service new genuine suzuki spare parts suzuki part no. Used, parking
brake for suzuki worldwide mail order service new genuine suzuki spare parts suzuki part no. Jt
high carbon steel rear sprocket jtr Suzuki rear indicators 1 x pair aftermarket replicas from
suzuki gt services part no. Suzuki TS Barrel and piston, fuel filter for suzuki worldwide mail
order service new genuine suzuki spare parts suzuki part no. Used, grip front bull bar for suzuki
worldwide mail order service new genuine suzuki spare parts suzuki part no. We will not accept
returns with missing accessories or packaging. Suzuki ts side panel badge emblem ts Please
note that by purchasing these handmade items you are helpi Xljoy gas fuel petcock switch for
suzuki ds A beautiful classic wooden suzuki guitar, by suzuki violin co ltd, nagoya japan. Thank
you for visiting my shop and browsing my items for sale. Hi guys i have suzuki ts excellent
working conditionedcome with box for Buladala android 9. New genuine suzuki cruiser
throwover, lace together saddlebags 1 pair suzuki part no. Gokiu Android 9. I post every
working day all items are sent in strong packaging. Feedback is important to me - if you are not
happy for any reason then please contact me before you leave feedback and I will do my best to
help. International bidders please contact for postage costs before you bid or wait for me to
invoice you if you are the winning bi Buladala Android 9. Refine your search honda xl parts
montesa cota suzuki pe yamaha dt bsa b44 yamaha rd suzuki gt kawasaki ke honda xr75 honda
four suzuki t kawasaki kh suzuki rm50 suzuki gt Sort by most relevant Sort by highest price first
Sort by lowest price first Sort by newest results first Sort by oldest results first. All Used New.
More pictures. See complete description. Notify me before the end of the auction. Details:
suzuki, model, owners, manual, printed, lovely, original, really, vintage, tears. Amazon See
price. Delivered anywhere in UK. Check out these interesting ads related to "suzuki ts" suzuki t
honda cb yamaha moped suzuki gs suzuki ts gt suzuki gt suzuki pe suzuki gs suzuki rm80
suzuki suzuki suzuki t suzuki ts Check out the price evolution of the suzuki ts Suzuki TS
Rectifier, Rare Part, Vintage Enduro, Used, grip front bull bar for suzuki worldwide mail order
service new genuine suzuki spare parts suzuki part no. We will not accept returns with missing
accessories or packaging Details: suzuki, rectifier, vintage, enduro, twinshock, original, says,
looks, fits, models. Check out these interesting ads related to "suzuki ts" yamaha rd honda xl
bsa b40 suzuki k11 triumph t cb four. Thank you for visiting my shop and browsing my items for
sale Delivered anywhere in UK. Used, Android 9. Don't miss an opportunity! Auction 8 Fixed
price 8. Amazon 8 eBay 8. Ts 2 15 1 40 1. Refine your search. Sort by. Sort by most relevant Sort
by most relevant. Sort by highest price first. Sort by lowest price first. Sort by newest results
first. Sort by oldest results first. All All. Your region. Ads on. Ad format. Show results Clear all
filters. Add an alert. Refine by region. Add this alert. We will send you an email notification.
Cancel Notify me before the end of the auction. The ad has been successfully added to your
favourites. To find all your favourites, click here or in the link 'my account' in the footer. The
Suzuki TS series is a family of two-stroke , dual-sport motorcycles made by Suzuki since The
series was the first Suzuki trail bikes sold on the mass market. Most of the TS line had an
air-cooled engine and most models were introduced alongside the closely related TM Motocross
or TC trail models, TF farm and also the DS for Dirt Sport, which had no turn signals, and
simplified lighting which in most cases shared engine and chassis designs. Suzuki's first mass
market motocross bike, the TM Cyclone, was introduced in and was based on the TS that first
sold in A TSER model was available in a few countries. The TS is lighter than the by a few
pounds, and has nearly the power of the but with a much more free revving motor. With the only
major redesign of the motors of this series, the new range shifted to a combined reed-valve and
piston port type. In the North American market a cc race kit was available for the TS The size
was to match an established class. It consisted of an expansion chamber, new cylinder and
head, piston, thin rings, larger carburetor, and much lower gearing. Different gearing was
available for most models. These bikes were based on the ER range. The TF is still in
production. It has left-and-right side stands with large bases, a large rear carrier, headlight and
lever protection, a single seat, bash plate, large mud flaps and knobby tyres. The very similar
TC series was based on the TS series, with dual range gearboxes. Model names vary by region.

They were then superseded by the mono-shock TSX model. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Retrieved 9 January Global Suzuki. Suzuki Motor Corporation. June Suzuki Motos
Bolivia. Suzuki New Zealand. These two-strokes were reliable, easy to maintain and most
importantly, got farmers around the farm with the minimum of fuss. Guinean Suzuki. Archived
from the original on 10 January Retrieved 10 January Ghanaian Suzuki. Categories : Suzuki
motorcycles Dual-sport motorcycles Motorcycles introduced in Two-stroke motorcycles. Hidden
categories: Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Electronic ignition CDI. F: Telescopic , coil spring,
oil damped R: Swingarm type, coil spring, oil damped, preload 5-way adjustable. Wikimedia
Commons has media related to Suzuki TS. Discussion in ' Thumpers ' started by bigalsmith ,
May 19, Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. TS , a pain in the ass Discussion in ' Thumpers '
started by bigalsmith , May 19, Ok guys. I need some help. I own a Suzuki TS once referred to as
the Apache. When I bought the bike, 3 months ago I was able to start it, it idled though not very
well and also ride it up and down the street, though it missed quite often. I trailered it home, and
rode it around the block. Same situation, lots of missing. I cant start it. I opened up the carb and
it is very clean, lots of new looking pieces with absolutely no corrosion. No fuel in the floats
either. I thought that maybe the spark plug old as hell and rusty needed to be replaced, but that
wasn't the problem. It wouldn't even start after I replaced it. It's shiny and new and gets good
spark. So I thought maybe the timing was off. I had the local motorcycle guru fix me up a new
key, cleaned up the flywheel and coil contacts as well as I good, and when I put it all back
together it literally started on the first kick. However, it was still missing, even with a new spark
plug. The mechanic told me that I could have gas in the crank from sitting so long, and that if
the bike didn't have a small drain plug, then I would need to basically run through some plugs
until I burned off all the gas in the crank case. I can't find a crankcase drain plug that won't drain
the entire oil reserve. However, I can't get the damn thing to run for more then 15 seconds on
full throttle. Anything less than full throttle and it dies. And then I can't get it to fire like that
again until I pull the plug and clear the head of all the fuel because the full throttle routine floods
the motor. It didn't affect it's ability to start though. What are your guy's suggestions? This thing
is plated and legal. All electronics work, and I just want to tear it up! TNC , May 19, Joined: Mar
22, Oddometer: 5, Location: Tejas. Get rid of that thing! You'll put your eye out! Seriously
though, I wonder if you have a bad crankcase seal? Any 2-stroke, but especially those of that
era, can do weird things in fuel delivery and performance with a bad seal. It's been '79 since I
owned a 2-stroke, and my memory and diagnostic ability on those things has faded a bit. Have
you taken a fuel level reading? Not a float level measurement, but the deal where you put a
piece of clear chainsaw fuel line up against the carb body and attached to the drain nipple on
the float bowl to see where the fuel is actually rising to in the bowl. Are you running premix or
using the factory injection system? Is the injection system timed to the throttle pull correctly?
TNC: I have not taken a fuel level reading using the method that you described. I could easily do
that however. Also, I am using the factory oil injection system. From what I understand, solely
running premix does not allow the bikes oil slinger fed by the factory oil pump to properly lube
the left crank arm. Without the oil pump, the leftside crank bearing will burn out rapidly under
normal riding conditions. I am not noticing any leakage from the bike, so I do not know if I have
a bad crankcase seal. I bought a clymers manual for the bike yesterday, so hopefully it arrives
soon so I can read everything, and get some better ideas about what is going on. I have the
manual for the TS Bikes, but it's not adequate enough. Many year ago I rode 2 strokes.
Crankseals where a problem-sometimes. After thrity years, yours probably need replaced. We
used to have two flange plates. The blank one covered the carb intake hole, and the other
covered the exhaust. The Exhaust had a tire valve in it. We carefully sealed and bolted on the
two plates, pumped air pressure to about 5 pounds NO MORE and watched the pressure gauge.
If is held a few minutes- all was good. Good luck. If I had a Suzuki low pipe, I would sell it. They
where evil handling POS. Bone breakers. But they do look cool. Joined: Jul 21, Oddometer: 1,
Location: Portugal. Maybe it's a air leak? Try spaying some wd40 on it arount the intake and
carb a see if the exaust note changes. Joined: May 16, Oddometer: 3, Location: doing hard time
in charleston,wv. ADV Sponsors. Joined: Dec 14, Oddometer: That TS is a nice bike. Don't add
oil to the gas- just use the autolube. The flywheel side seal is pretty easy to change, clutch side
is a little more work. On the flooding, check float levels like they said. Also the tube that the
slide needle goes in has itty-bitty hole that are usually plugged. Clean the baffle - that part has
killed me in the past. There could be enough corrosion in there to cause problems. Motorcycles
have a screw in the middle that screws into the plug wire. Unscrew the old one and screw on the
new one. Also find the ground screw off the wiring harness. It is usually under the gas tank
connected to one of the bolts holding the coil on. Clean it very well. A bad ground can cause all

kinds of problems. Clean the air filter. Order new crank seals. Bad crank seals can cause weird
problems. If the seal behind the ignition leaks it lets in more air and makes it run lean. If the
other seal leaks it lets transmission oil into the cylinder and will smoke a lot. I don't have the
proper tools to really attempt that though. I just do not want to pull the damn motor out, but I
will if I have to. Webmonstro: The oil pump works, though I am not sure if it is correctly
adjusted. I am waiting on the arrival of a manual that I ordered for the bike. It could definitely be
an air leak though. I'll have to see if I can find a new one. I would have to split the case yes? I
have very little knowledge of the interiors of motorcycles, and until my manual arrives, I don't
have much of idea about all of these operations involve I will clean the airfilter or replace it. Any
good ideas on where I can find a place to order 34 yr old crank seals? Maybe a bad crank seal
allowing transmission oil into the system I need to pull this motor eh? With lots of smoke
coming out the exhaust I'd say the right side crank seal is stuffed,sucking in gearbox oil. A
good smell test is to fill the trans with gear oil,you will really smell it if the seal is leaking. Test
the left seal by squirting some CRC,carb clean etc at it while it's running Pull the tail pipe off
and remove the baffle The exhaust flange always leaks,it's not a very positive seal. Don't go
premix on these - the pump is easy to set,remove the cover and a mark will line up with a dimple
in the carb slide Check the cable is seating - pull up the boot and make sure the cable ferrule is
in the adjuster. Sometimes the cable gets pulled up and you can't see because the boot covers
it. Both seals can be done with engine in place,no big deal I used mine geared up on the road
for awhile,then converted it to a short track dirt bike - I couldn't kill it Treat it with respect because it's a nice bike Joined: Feb 10, Oddometer: 1, Location: paradise. If you haven't done
this you cannot continue to do a proper diognosis. Well then. It is great news to hear that I won't
have to split the case to check the crank seals. I called three Suzuki dealerships that are close
by. Closest one 5miles had the second best price. Motu: The Pump aligning marks are correctly
aligned, and the cable seats well with the ferrule sitting in it's proper location. The pump doesn't
align with the carb slide dimple it does on my 72' TS90, but instead is aligned when the throttle
is fully open. This is due to the carb slide being inaccessible, when installed. Please correct me
if I am wrong. You had a picture of yourself from back in the day? Twin disc's on the front your
your TS? Welder: Can you tell me; how do you suggest that I do a proper leak down test to test
the crank seals? I have no idea what that involves. I'll attempt to load up on trans oil and see if I
can smell it. Do I need to pull the right side case? I am NEW at this shit and I need to read more
Great link welder. I will have to attempt making one of those tomorrow or the next day. Last
quarter until I graduate. I will head off to my local hardware superstore to pick up the parts
necessary to do a leak down test. Just go ahead and change them, they're 34 years old, and
then you're good for another ten years. Maybe a bunch of oil leaked from the oil tank into the
crankcases over the years like the mechanic said. I will be attacking the son-of-a-bitch with
vigor when they arrive late next week. Is anyone willing to describe the process in which I
should go about replacing these seals? Top Speed 72mph. Recently a month ago I was riding
the trails on my TS The screws had vibrated loose. The bike still runs awesome and starts first
kick, but the rear wheel barely spins at full throttle with the wheel lifted off the ground. I can sit
and shift from 1st-4th and nothing happens. Might have also screwed the clutch. It remains to
be seen. Joined: Jul 31, Oddometer: 21, Someone tried to murder me once by letting me ride the
earlier '72? MX version of this bike, the TM I believe Well, that wasn't a misnomer. We all
thought it would be cool as all get out, DeCoster rode a so Hey, what did I know? I'd been riding
a "big" DT1. Luckily the statute of limitations has run its course.. I'm sure your bike has the
killer DNA too. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna
be. My password: Forgot your password? It's also a radical departure from accepted enduro
bike design principles. The "L" model is wider, higher, stouter, guttier, quieter and faster than
before. While up-dating the Apache Suzuki didn't just shuffle paint schemes around and change
model designations. The L-model has an all new frame, fork assembly, cylinder, head, muffler,
carburetion and intake systems and different transmission gears. All of these changes have
given the Apache an entirely new personalityâ€”different than its predecessors, different than
its competitors. The previous two Apache models, though not extraordinary machines, were
darn good combination street and trail motorcycles. What these Apaches lacked were good
off-road manners and decent suspension units. The present major changes should make the
new Apache a better dirt bikeâ€”hence a better street machine. With their virtually untapped
experience and knowledge of building world championship motocrossers, Suzuki should be
able to make the Apache a better dirt bike with little effort. Any company that can acquire six
world championship motocross crowns, 34 grand prix race wins and FIM manufacturers
championships with their works machines has an edge designing and building exceptional
production dirt bikes. The new frame is an interesting exercise in design philosophy. While all
new in structure, the frame retains the same geometry as the old one. The old frame was a

single downtube assembly while the new is a double cradle chassis. Both have 30' head angles
and the same engine location. The near inch wheelbase has not I changed; the swing arm
retains the same basic dimensions as the old swing arm. With the double downtube chassis
design came a completely new cylinder, head and exhaust pipe. Use of a split, double downtube
frame made it necessary to place the exhaust port in the center of the cylinder rather than offset
to permit the exhaust pipe to pass directly between the chassis members. The cylinder head
has been given a smaller combustion area to raise compression from 6. Additionally, there's
more finning on both the cylinder and head to increase the cooling area. The new exhaust pipe
is not only re shaped but has a different baffling system. The baffles are designed to reduce
combustion explosion inside the sheet metal muffler. The old spark arrester has been replaced
by a cast two-piece spiral catch unit. Inside the big-bore two-stroke more changes have been
made. Larger bosses, bigger reinforcing ribs, relocated holes and other improvements are not
apparent to untutored eye. Another internal alteration has been made to the top end. Rather
than retaining a floating rod crankshaft Suzuki has fixed the lateral movement of the beam by
placing thrust-type shims on either side of the small end of the connecting rod. This fixes the
rod's side play by locating it on the wrist pin. This system may reduce needle-bearing clatter as
the rod walks side-to-side. The gear driven primary has remained untouched. Using straight cut
gears, the huge oil-bathed, plate clutch seven cork, seven metal revolves once for every 2. The
clutch hub rotates on the transmission mainshaft end and spins on a caged double-needle
bearing. Both transmission shafts turn in caged roller hearings. Other near-invisible changes
have occurred in the gearbox. First and fifth gears have been lowered. First is now 2. The new
first and fifth gear-ratio changes were made to improve low speed trailing. But the speed
differences between the old J and K models compared to the new L version are minute. We
couldn't feel the difference when riding. At a constant rpm the J and K models went The L
version does Elsewhere, the Apache displays the legal electrical equipment to fulfill its dual
purpose street and trail features. The electrics are all volt with power coming from the CDI
flywheel generator. The seven-inch Stanley headlamp is joined by a large taillight, turn signals,
lighted instrumentsâ€”all of which operate with the engine not running. Starting the Apache
requires deliberate effort by the rider on the lengthy right-side kick arm. In order to ease
starting, the big bore single has a relief passage which runs from the top of the cylinder bore to
the exhaust port. It reduces compression pressure by acting as a minute high exhaust port
which allows excessive pressure to run directly into the exhaust system. This passageway in
place of an external compression release directs excess fuel into the exhaust system rather
than on the engine's exterior. The best starting technique requires the rider to stand on the foot
pegs with the side stand down and then kick the engine through. With the gas and choke on, the
engine always starts with three healthy kicks. Engine operating noise is fairly well muted by the
rubber buffers in the cylinder fins. The piston rattles sporadically and loudly, and the drive train
has a constant whir which relieved only slightly when the clutch is disengaged. Whereas most
all two-strokes perform like two-strokes, the Apache produces power like a four-stroke. Its flat
torque curve is unmatched in two-stroke dirt bike engines. The Apache develops The Apache
produces slightly more maximum torque than the Honda four-stroke single, has an equally flat
power curve and a broader power band. When comparing the horsepower curves of the Apache
and XL we again found remarkable parallels. The Apache produces one-half horsepower more
than the XL at the same rpm. The power curves could almost be duplicates with the XL revving
higher and the Apache pulling down lower. Other interesting similarities show themselves on
Cycle's specification charts. At pounds wet , the Apache weighs in at a mere two less than the X
L Quarter-mile times are very close. The XL is only. The gutty performance of the Apache makes
it an outstanding trail bike engine. With a moderate But then the Apache wasn't built up from a
motocrosser. Rather it's been developed as a piece of street oriented equipment. The Apache
performs with complacent civilityâ€”very appealing to the tyro big single rider. There's no
sudden power surge or explosive, front wheel lifting reaction when the throttle is dialed wide
open. The engine pulls like a locomotive. It's totally predictable and exceptionally smooth under
load. The Apache pulled Webco's dyno with greater smoothness absent chain lash and bucking
than any over two-stroke to date. In the dirt this type of smooth and predictable acceleration
invites the rider into climbing, uphill sandwashes and goop-filled hogs. Fire roading with the
Apache's engine torque is very enjoyable. Downshifting just one cog going into turns gives the
rider full power control through a corner while still delivering surprise-free acceleration coming
out into the straightaway. It's easy to manipulate engine performance. For the rider who's just
getting onto his first really big dirt bike the TSL Apache engine is perfect. The gearbox and
clutch are tremendously strong units. It would be difficult to imagine anyone being able to need
more clutch in any dirt bike engine. The transmission, with its two new gear ratios, is still too
closely spaced between cogs. With a near-flat rpm torque band, the higher gears could be

stretched out further and the lower cogs brought down some without appreciably harming
power loss between shifts. A smaller tooth countershaft sprocket would aid low speed plonking.
At plus highway speeds the gutsy engine is spinning rpm and could easily pull along just as
easily if turning much slowerâ€”say rpm. Operation of the controls is easy and straightforward.
All of the light switches are located within thumbs reach. The horn and kill buttons are matching
left and right controls that also function at the flick of a thumb. The key switch is in a clumsy
location under the gas tank: it could have been more conveniently placed in the console center.
The clutch and gearbox operate with minimal effort. The strong volt electrical system produces
the best lighting of any dual-purpose bike made. The huge headlamp and bright turn lamps
equal the output of any street bike. The re-designed tail light has a shamefully dim running light
although the brake lamp is quite bright. The ignition spark is very strong and assures foul-free
running at low speeds. Here the good aspects, all of which are exceptional, of the new TSL
Apache end. They re-engineered the old Apache a really good dual purpose, street-trail machine
into something far less. The change to the double cradle chassis has not improved either the
street or dirt manners of the Apache. In fact both are noticeably worse. The old Apache's forte
was asphalt scratching on tight secondary roads. It would hold a precise line, wouldn't wiggle
and was virtually unpassable on really demanding, twisty roads. The new L-model, however,
tends to over-steer in turns, it wants to dive and hunt on certain road cambers. The chassis or
suspension or both let the bike squirm more often than the old model. The block pattern
compromise tires certainly are not ideal for asphalt: nevertheless the new Apache doesn't
handle as well on the street as other enduro bikes shod with similar tires. The new Apache's
handling in the dirt is markedly worse than the street. Known dirt roads with good traction and
minimal hazards can be traversed at a moderate pace with some sense of security. Once the
terrain becomes slippery or marbly the Apache's top-heaviness more than the tall XL Honda
with its high center of gravity gives the rider the feeling that the tires will squirt out from under
him at any time. The frame cradles the large engine far higher than is necessary. With the rise of
the engine comes increased foot peg and saddle heights which lessen stability at cross-country
speeds. The newest motocross-type front forks are longer than previous models and the inch
front wheel has a 1. These two changes raise the front of the motorcycle nearly two inches.
Even with a downswept exhaust the TSL has a whopping 9. All of this unnecessary height gives
the bike a scary, teetering feeling when trying to ride quickly over rough terrain. Use of the
motocross forks on the new Apache would seem to be a good decision, but that's not the case.
Cycle's fork comparison July, revealed that Japanese forks generally lack good suspension
damping. The TS fork suffers from over-damping: so great is the hydraulic rebound restriction,
the fork won't return as quickly as it is compressed. In a series of bumps or dips the fork
continues to dive, or fails to return to full extension in each successive depression. Finally, you
can end up on your nose before you know it. The spring tension front and rear seems to be well
in line of compromise standards. Most riders, light or heavy, have all the tension they need
without getting a bone-jarring ride. The rear shocks, inverse of the forks, have very gentle
damping that fades away when hot. Further deterioration of steering control comes from
mounting a great deal of street equipment on the fork assembly. Rather than using a smaller
diameter headlight and lighter plastic housing, Suzuki has attached a very heavy chrome steel
unit on the Apache. It is too heavy, and it lacks the pliability of plastic. The bright chrome
produces constant reflective glare into the rider's eyes. The instruments are mounted on a steel
plate and shake vigorously as the engine trembles. With the hug-eyed headlamp projecting
eight inches in front of the steering stem center, and the bulk of the turn signals jutting out to
the sides, there is considerable pendulum effect on the steering. It's like hanging a five pound
weight out on the end of the front fender. This effect makes straight-line stability on dirt down
hills a breath-holding experienceâ€”even for veteran riders. On slopes and level ground, soft
terrain seems to invite the front wheel to drive for the side and slam the fork assembly to its
lock. The saddle and foot peg locations are in normal relationship to most torsos. The saddle is
three-quarters length and has a hand strap for passenger security. Buddy pegs are also
included. At 21 inches long it's shorter than the little Suzuki trail bikes while being a full
one-foot wide at the rear. It's too short for two up and too wide for passenger comfort. Solo
riding makes the hand strap roll over and wind up like a large rope to wear harshly on your
bottom side. In the dirt the forward slope of the vinyl-covered seat continually drives the rider
up on the gas tank. You are constantly pushing yourself back with both arms and legsâ€”very
fatiguing. Getting astride the machine requires a different approach even for long legged riders.
You must stand hack far enough to clear the right rear turn signal as you swing your leg over
the saddle. Half the time we forgot habit and cracked our shin. But then we evened it up by
catching our right Achilles tendon on the high tail light each time we dismounted. If you trail
ride often enough the problem with getting on the Apache will solve itself. The first time you

slide out or fall on either side the turn signals will snap off. Operating economy is certainly
sub-par. The best gas mileage we got was on the road below 50 mph was 32 mpg. We averaged
in the mid-twenties. Full up with gas this gives the Apache a limited plus mile range; that's far
less than adequate. Finer tuning and a bigger gas tank would be absolutely necessary before
making any out-of-town jaunts. Everything from handling to gas mileage will discourage a rider
from using the L-model off-road. Other than the torque characteristics of the engine, there's
nothing to recommend the Apache as a dirt bike. An electrical failure caused our first test bike
to be exchanged for another. The oil pump on the Apache is not adjustable for flow rate as are
other types so we can't explain the differences. The all-new air-intake design attempts to reduce
induction drone. The air box is located under the seat and the small foam element is readily
removed for servicing. The square foam element sits on the intake orifice like a hat. When
removed, the filter will dump loose dirt into the carburetor mouth. On the street the TSL is noisy,
smokey and not particularly pleasing to ride. Even with all its torque we had to rev the engine
when leaving a stop light to assure that it didn't suddenly cough and stop. The vibration is
tolerable but not appealing. Both engines refused to run smoothly under steady throttle at any
speed. There seemed to be a mis-match of carburetion, port timing and exhaust. On the asphalt
the engines bucked and belched at uneven intervals. As operating temperatures rose and fell
the engine would detonate with irregular loud pings and then let the piston rattle furiously.
Suzuki calls the L an enduro bike but it falls short of those requirements except for the engine's
tremendous torque hand. Where the old Apache could really give any bike a hard time on the
tight secondary, roads, the new TSL is a follower, not a leader. Suzuki changed the Apache
because marketing resear
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ch and buyers' surveys told Suzuki that enduro bikes spend most of their life on the street, not
the trail. Consequently they responded by attempting to make the Apache enduro more
streetable while retaining appealing off-road handling, comfort and performance. Their effort
missed. Had Suzuki made the Apache more dirtable by using just a dash of their world
championship motocross experience they would have had a tremendous big-bore enduro bike.
But they went in the other direction and made the TSL a mediocre street machine and as well as
an unacceptable dirt bike. In the process we lost an old friend. Home Manufacturer Contact.
Make Model. T wo stroke, single cylinder, aluminium. Compression Ratio. Co oling System. Air
cooled. Mikuni 58SS. Suzuki PEI. Max Power. Max Torque. Final Drive. Front Suspension.
Telescopic forks. Rear Suspension. Swingarm, dual shocks, 5-way adjustable. Front Brakes.
Rear Brakes. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Ground Clearance. Dry Weight. Oil Capacity. Fuel Capacity.

